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     The new year began in a panic about the state of the US and Chinese market.
 The  Journey students came into school buzzing about the news and had plenty
of questions about the state of the economy.  This is partly a tribute to all the
work Ms. Sara has been doing with the kids to learn about the economy and
financial literacy.  
     After a season of gift giving, the Journey students are thinking about financial
literacy.  The Journey students were introduced to the Stock Market Game last
semester, a statewide student stock market competition.  The students were
given $100,000 in virtual (fake) money to invest through the semester. 
      The activity is a team effort of students in cross aged levels.  The teams work
on real world math application while integrating critical thinking and social skills
to make decisions about investing and trading.
     This semester, the competition begins on February 8th.  Ms. Sara is guiding
students through lessons to develop there vocabulary, knowledge of
corporations, product development, and risk assessment before the market
opens up for the game.  
     
     

     Where did you go today?  The middle school Journey students
just finished a lesson on early civilizations in Egypt and North
Africa.  The Great Pyramid at Giza, also known as the Great
Pyramid of Khafu, is one of the Seven Wonders of the World, and
it is the only one which is mostly undamaged.  
    Google partnered with the Cultural Institute to create new
technology to bring art collections, historic moments, and world
wonders to our fingertips called Google World Wonders.  They
created the Paris Lab bringing together curators and technology
experts to enhance the digital experience of learning.  
     Upcoming virtual field trips include the Bosporus, a waterway
that creates a continental boundary between Europe and Asia.
 Try out this new technology by visiting Google World Wonders
Project.

The Journey School of Houston believes by breaking past the boundaries of a
school building; we can create a community where we all have a sense of
belonging and feel valued. 
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Toddler Group

    Our program services are expanding with
the addition of My Toddler and Me.  The
program will enroll toddlers age 18th months
to 3 years of age starting in February.  
     With the lead of Adriana Crane, LCSW, and
advisement from a outside child development
expert; we are thrilled to be offering a
program to serve parents and toddlers
manage frustrations, independence, and
navigate through everyday social interactions.
 Email Adriana Crane at
amcrane74@yahoo.com for more
information.
    
social summer camp 

SEED

    The Journey School of Houston is enrolling
students ages 4-13 years old for SEED (Social
Emotional Education) Summer Camp.  The
cores skills will include self-awareness,
building friendships, developing responsibility,
and discovering each individuals role in the
community.  
     Enrollment is open for June 6 - July 1st.
Email thejourneyschoolhouston@gmail.com
for more information.
    

    The University of
Houston takes notice of
Journey.  
     "The Journey School is
not just a special education
school, though — it’s one
of a kind in that it caters to
the needs of “twice-
exceptional students,” a
term educators use to
describe students that are
both gifted and talented
but also emotionally and
socially limited."  READ
MORE...
    

jeanette & The Journey Team

https://www.facebook.com/TheJourneySchoolofHouston?ref=hl
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